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Excellent Characteristics of Natural Gas Strategy of Toho Gas Group 
Natural gas, which is the main product of Toho Gas, is 
environment-friendly. It exists abundantly and can be 

supplied stably. Expansion of its use is expected in the 
future.

Toho Gas developed a medium-term management plan 
(FY2014 to FY2018) in March 2014. The concepts of this 
plan are “Build a robust gas business” and “Realize further 
growth.” In April 2017, the gas market was fully liberalized, 
following the complete liberalization of the electricity 
market in April 2016, and the business environment 
surrounding our company has been changing dramatically. 
By precisely and flexibly responding to the changes in the 
business environment, the Toho Gas Group will strive to 
attain sustainable growth while aiming to achieve the two 
concepts in the era of liberalization.

　　In order to build a robust gas business, we will enhance 
the Group’s comprehensive business capability through 

“ensuring stable energy supply, safety and security,” 
“strengthening our relationship with customers” and 
“strengthening competitiveness.” Accordingly, we will work 
toward achieving a liberalization of the gas market which is 
truly beneficial to customers, and aim to become a compa-
ny that continues to be trusted and chosen by customers. In 
order Toho Gas Group achieve further growth, we will 
expand our gas business service area and scope of business.

Natural gas, which is primarily composed of methane, 
when burned, generates only small amounts of carbon 
dioxide that is the key contributors to global warming and 
nitrogen oxide that causes photochemical smog, and sulfur 
oxide that is the principal cause of air pollution and acid 
rain is not emitted at all. For this reason, natural gas, 
as a clean environment-friendly energy source, is gaining 
in popularity around the world.

Environment Friendly

Natural gas exists abundantly around the world. It is 
imported by LNG tankers to Japan from Australia, Malaysia, 
Russia and many other countries. Recent advances in 
extraction technology have enabled the extraction of 
unconventional natural gas resources (shale gas, tight sand 
gas and coal bed methane), which will support the stable 
supply of natural gas.

　　Moreover, methane hydrate in amounts sufficient to 
meet Japan's natural gas requirements for about 100 years 
is embedded under seas close to Japan. A development 
project is now in progress under the initiative of the 
Japanese government to achieve commercial use of 
methane hydrate.

Stable Supply

Source: The Institute of Applied Energy, Report on Evaluation of Effect of Thermoelectric Power Generation on 
　　　　the Atmosphere (1990) for CO2, OECD/IEA, Natural Gas Prospects to 2010 (1986) for NOX and SOX

Source：BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2017（Trillion m3）
　　　　(Note) Excluding the Unconventional Natural Gas Deposits

Emissions of combustion by-products from fossil fuels 
(Coal = 100)

Actions for Full Liberalization of Gas Market
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Management Goals in Medium-term Management Plan

＊1 Including the number of gas meters based on commissioned business for delivery
＊2 Including the number of gas sales volume of LNG

Natural Gas

LPG＊1

Natural Gas＊2

LPG

Number
of Gas Meters

Gas
Sales Volume

2.36 million

0.44 million

4.0 billion ㎥

421 thousand tons

2.46 million

0.48 million

4.5 billion ㎥

470 thousand tons

0.8％

1.8％

2.2％

2.3％

FY2013 to FY2018
Average Annual
Rate of Increase

FY2018
ProjectionFY2013

2.5 million

0.5 million

5 billion ㎥

500 thousand tons

FY2022
100th Anniversary

Operating Cash Flow

Debt Equity Ratio

ROA

48.2 billion yen

0.7

2.1％

FY2009 to 2013 
Average

58 billion yen

1.0 and under

About 3％

FY2018 
Projection

60 billion yen

1.0 and under

3％ and over

FY2022
100th Anniversary

1 ■ Ensure stable energy supply,
safety and security

Strengthen our relationships
with customers2 ■ Strengthen 

competitiveness3 ■

Expand scope of businessExpand gas business service area

Build a robust gas business

Realize further growth

Enhance comprehensive business capability




